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vAbstract
In this thesis I present an analytical optimization of the Synchrotron Radiation X-Ray Flu­
orescence (SR-XRF) technique for applications in unmanned aircraft aerosol studies. In en­
vironmental and atmospheric science, there is a pressing need for aerosol measurements 
at various altitudes in the atmosphere and spanning large regions. This need is currently 
either ignored, or met to a limited degree by studies that employ manned aircraft. There 
is, however, a great deal of opportunity to improve and expand on these studies using 
the emerging technology of unmanned aircraft systems. A newly developed aerosol sam­
pler makes this opportunity a near-reality by its ability to collect aerosol samples in-situ 
from unmanned aircraft platforms. The challenge lies in analyzing these samples for el­
emental composition. In airborne aerosol studies, the ability to resolve where a sample 
was collected both spatially and temporally is limited by the sensitivity of the analysis 
technique. In aircraft-based aerosol collection, the length of the aerosol sample spot cor­
responds to distance. Thus the spatial resolution of an airborne study is limited by the 
amount of mass that must be collected for analysis. The SR-XRF optimizations outlined 
in this thesis decrease the amount of sample mass required for detectable elemental con­
centrations, allowing aerosol samples to be analyzed in smaller areas corresponding to 
smaller time steps. Since, in a flight path, time steps are directly correlated with distance, 
analysis of smaller time steps results in the ability to measure aerosols at higher spatial res­
olution. Four SR-XRF analysis configurations were experimentally tested: monochromatic 
beam, white beam, filtered white beam, and filtered white beam-filtered detector to deter­
mine which configuration gave the highest elemental sensitivity and selectivity. Of these 
tested methods, the straight polychromatic white beam configuration resulted in the best 
sensitivity for elements across a large range of x-ray energies for small amounts of mass 
collected on thin film substrates. The research in this thesis provides researchers with an 
optimized method for non-destructively analyzing a wide variety of environmental sam­
ples with high elemental sensitivity and selectivity. This research also has important im­
plications for the ability to perform in-situ aerosol studies with unmanned aircraft on a 
systematic basis.
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academic researchers at the foremost arctic research university in the world. It has been an 
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asking me to do a graduate program with her at University of Alaska Fairbanks: allow­
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1Chapter 1 
Motivation & Background
1.1 Motivation
Atmospheric aerosols can adversely affect human health [1], impact global climate [2], 
reduce visibility [3] [4] [5], harm aircraft [6] [7] [8] [9], and deposit pollutants into sen­
sitive ecosystems [10]. To quantify these aerosol effects there is a crucial need to know 
the variation of aerosol composition and concentration in space and time. Previously the 
only way to sample in-situ atmospheric aerosol compositions and concentrations is either 
with ground-based aerosol samplers, which greatly limit the available information on the 
vertical distribution of aerosols, or with manned aircraft, which are so costly as to make 
broad surveys on a systematic basis impractical. Additionally, some needed measurements 
are too dangerous for manned aircraft, such as attempting to get compositional data for 
aerosols in volcanic plumes or over forest fires. The developing technology of Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems (UAS, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, UAV, or drone) provides us with a po­
tential platform for making measurements of aerosols as they transport and transform in 
the atmosphere. However, few instruments have been designed to measure in-situ aerosol 
properties from an unmanned aircraft and those technologies that have been developed for 
that purpose have some limitations in the type of data that they can collect. This is in part 
due to the fact that the ability to develop new instruments for in-situ sampling has been 
constrained by the low sensitivity of available elemental analysis techniques for extracting 
data from the collected samples.
1.2 Aerosol Sampling
A frequently used method for collecting atmospheric aerosols is sampling with filters. Fil­
ter based sampling collects particles by pulling an air stream through a semipermeable 
material. As the air stream moves through the material, particles above a certain size are 
unable to make the passage and become lodged in the filter. Filters seem like they would be 
an obvious choice for unmanned aircraft sampling because they are small and lightweight, 
however, they present some serious limitations. A single filter will accumulate mass in the 
same location on the filter for the entire time that air is being drawn through it. Aboard an 
unmanned aircraft this would mean that a single filter sample would have an amalgama­
tion of mass from the entire flight, i.e. it would not provide temporally-resolved data of 
mass and composition changes in a plume or vertical profile.
2The other most common aerosol data acquisition method is the use of optical particle 
counters. Optical particle counters are used to both count and size the incoming particles 
using light scattering or light obscuration. Some light source (a laser, a halogen light, etc) 
is used, and as the incoming particles are passed through it, the beam of light is changed as 
a function of the particle size. Based on that mechanism, a quantification of both size and 
number can be taken. Optical particle counters are indispensable in aerosol science and 
have already seen use aboard unmanned aircraft [11] [12]. However, these counters do 
not store the sample for later analysis and they provide no primary means of determining 
what the observed particles are actually composed of, only their size and number. In the 
context of these two existing methods (filter-based sampling and optical particle counters), 
it becomes apparent that we need a third option that captures features from both methods. 
What is needed is a way to collect data on the size of the particles collected as well as the 
composition and concentration of those particles. This data must be collected in a way that 
preserves sample discrimination with respect to both the location of the aircraft at the time 
of sampling and over short time intervals, since the movement of the aircraft makes the 
data set highly non-stationary.
It was this need that motivated the development of a new aerosol sampler, the Air­
borne DRUM Sampler (ADS). The ADS is designed for collecting and analyzing in-situ 
atmospheric aerosol concentrations and compositions in the style of a cascade impactor. 
The development of this new sampler has evolved as a careful balance between maintain­
ing the underlying physical principles of impaction from an experimental standpoint as 
well as attempting to implement the best engineering practices to create a reliable product 
that meets the tight constraints of UAV payload integration.
1.2.1 Aerosol Sampling with Impaction
Impactor technology itself is well-established[13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. The first modern im- 
pactor was designed in 1945 [15]; since that time the technology has seen a number of 
variants [18] [19]. In this section we will review the fundamentals of impaction theory and 
take a close look at the rotating Ludgren-style impactors, particularly the DRUM sampler, 
on which the ADS is based.
3Figure 1.1. A diagram of impaction when the airstream is being passed through an ac­
celerating passage (or slit). The heaviest particles (the middle streamlines) are unable to 
make the bend due to their momentum and are forced to hit the impaction surface, sticking 
where they land. The smaller particles (the outer streamlines) follow the airstream around 
the impaction plate and continue downstream.
1.2.2 Impactor Theory
Impaction is the process whereby a stream of air, confronted by a perpendicular surface, 
is forced to make a sharp turn. Particles large enough to have inertial forces greater than 
the viscous force of the fluid stick to an impaction surface or impaction plate (Fig. 1.1). 
Exactly which particles get forced from the stream is a function of the particle size. The 
particles within the air stream (shown in the figure as streamlines) above a certain size cut 
off have so much momentum that they are unable to follow the rest of the air stream to 
make the required turn. Instead, these particles continue on their inertial path and strike 
the impaction plate. These particles that strike and stick to the impaction plate can later be 
analyzed for particle mass concentrations and composition.
Since momentum is velocity times mass, varying the velocity of the air stream will 
change the size range of particles that will be impacted. In many impactor designs, the 
velocity is altered by passing the air stream through an acceleration slit before the path
4diverges. The particle size in which half of the particles impact and half of the particles are 
carried off by the fluid is known as the cut point for that particular setup. The impactor 
particle size-cut points can be calculated according to the Stokes equation, which describes 
slit orifice impactors.
S tk 5 0 = 2TU = Pp dpUCc (1.1)
Dj  9nDj  v ’
Such that Stk50 is the Stokes number for the rectangular jet, t  is the relaxation time, U 
is the nozzle exit velocity, Dj  is the slot half-width (slot Length x Width2), pp is the particle 
density, dp  is the particle diameter, Cc  is the Cunningham slip correction, and n is the 
viscosity of air.
The cut point dependence on air stream velocity, and therefore on the width of the 
acceleration slit, allows the designer of an impactor to select their cut point based on the­
oretical calculation using the Stokes equation. Note that, empirically, a slotted orifice will 
often have a Stk50 of 0.79 at atmospheric conditions and at low Reynolds numbers. The 
DRUM (to be discussed in the next section) is about 0.82 because the surface of impaction 
is curved. At high Reynolds numbers, a slot will have a Stk50 of about 0.65. The point here 
is that the Stk50 can be useful for theoretical considerations during impactor design, but 
only under certain conditions, and should always be verified empirically.
1.2.3 The DRUM Sampler
The ADS is a thorough re-design of the classical Davis Rotating-drum Universal-size-cut 
Monitoring (DRUM) impactor. The original DRUM sampler has some historical precedent 
in aerosol collection; it was designed at University of California Davis in the late 1980's 
by Cahill et al. [20] [21] [22]. The DRUM sampler is traditionally comprised of either 
three or eight stages, where each stage corresponds to a different particle size cut point. 
A recent redesign of the three stage version of the DRUM sampler has been performed by 
Bukowiecki et al. [23], often referred to in the literature as the Rotating DRUM Impactor or 
RDI. However, the design of the RDI diverges from that of both the DRUM and the ADS, 
therefore from here on we will primarily be referring to the ADS and the Cahill DRUM on 
which it is based.
The DRUM sampler, and the ADS by extension, are what are known as Lundgren-style 
impactors, in that they operates under many of the same principles as the early Lundgren
5Figure 1.2. A top-down-view photo (left) and diagram (right) of the DRUM sampler. This 
illustration demonstrates the method of cascade impaction that is utilized in the ADS.
cascade-style impactor [24]. The principle innovation of the DRUM sampler over other 
impaction-based samplers is the series of rotating wheels that hold the target substrate, 
a Mylar film of 190 mm by 15 mm and an approximate thickness of 1.8 micrometers (Du 
Pont Inc.). The substrate is coated with an APIEZON-L grease to minimize particle bounce- 
off. An illustration of the DRUM impactor (Fig. 1.2) shows the aforementioned rotating 
wheels. Each stage of the impactor is subjected to a different air intake velocity due to 
the decrease in passage size (or slit size). Since the ADS is essentially a stacked version of 
the DRUM, Fig. 1.2 is useful as an illustration of the operating methods behind the ADS, 
since the stage-by-stage flow procedure is essentially the same between the DRUM and 
the ADS; while the DRUM is far easier to visualize in two dimensions.
When in operation, air enters the sampler through an optional inlet head that procures 
a PM10 (particulate matter of 10 micrometer in aerodynamic diameter) cut-point. As the 
jet stream moves into the chamber it meets a slowly rotating wheel carrying the substrate. 
The particles that have too much momentum to make the bend and therefore cannot follow 
the air stream hit the substrate and get stuck at that point. As the air is pulled through
6the passage between the first and second stage, it must pass through a small slit-shaped 
opening that acts to increase the velocity of the stream on the other side. Thus stage 2 
can capture particles smaller than those that are vulnerable to stage 1 because the particles 
experience an increased momentum. The effect is that the cut-point of stage 2 is now lower 
(that is, it can capture smaller particles) than that of stage 1. This trend continues as the air 
stream progresses through each chamber, where each stage impacts smaller and smaller 
particles. The output at the end of the chain of stages is where the vacuum is connected so 
that it can draw air through the sampler.
1.2.4 Analysis
High sensitivity analyses are crucial for the samples that will result from this sampler. The 
samples themselves can be of such low mass that discrimination by elemental concentra­
tion using some methods (e.g. x-ray fluorescence using an x-ray tube, electron probe mi­
croanalysis) will be impossible. Additionally, since each small turn of the impaction wheel 
corresponds to a new sample taken at a new location, this sampler will produce a very 
large number of spots that require analyses, making other methods impractical (e.g. neu­
tron activation analysis, mass spectrometry). The most viable option is that the analysis 
be performed using a refined version of the existing synchrotron radiation based analyt­
ical method that has been used in the past for DRUM and RDI samples, with numerous 
examples in the literature [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34].
1.2.5 Synchrotron Lightsources
Synchrotron radiation x-ray fluorescence (SR-XRF) requires the use of a synchrotron light- 
source. Synchrotron lightsources are large ring-shaped accelerators that generate electro­
magnetic radiation in the x-ray regime. This emitted radiation is known as synchrotron 
radiation and ranges from the far infrared to hard x-rays and even gamma rays. Syn­
chrotrons generate this radiation by accelerating charged particles (electrons or positrons) 
to highly relativistic speeds inside a containment ring. The charged particles are forced to 
move in the circular path of the ring by large bending magnets, creating a constant acceler­
ation of the charged particles towards the center as with any centripetal acceleration. From 
electromagnetism, it is well known that any charged particle undergoing acceleration must 
give off energy; accordingly, the charged particles in the synchrotron storage ring give off
7synchrotron radiation in the form of x-ray photons. These x-rays escape the ring tangen­
tially down the beamlines to be used for experiments at the end-station instrumentation 
of the researchers. Additionally, wigglers or undulators can be placed in straight sections 
of the ring to cause the charged particles to shake or vibrate, giving off additional x-rays. 
Synchrotron lightsources are advantageous over traditional x-ray tubes because they gen­
erate photon fluxes that are many orders of magnitude greater those generated by x-ray 
tubes. A diagram of a synchrotron is shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3. Shown here is a illustration of a synchrotron lightsource and the fundamental 
process by which it generates synchrotron radiation. Electrons are accelerated in the stor­
age ring and passed through bending magnets and undulators. X-rays are emitted and 
passed down beamlines for use in experiments.
1.2.6 X-Ray Fluorescence
X-ray fluorescence is the process by which SR-XRF works. The electrons in the orbital 
shells of atoms exist in discrete energy levels. If an electron is ejected from one of the inner 
orbital shells, it will cause an outer-shell electron to drop down and fill the vacated hole.
8When this occurs, an electron from an even further out shell will drop down to fill the 
space vacated by that electron and so on, with the process continuing in a cascade until the 
inner shells are filled. When an electron drops down into an inner shell, it will give off a 
photon of the energy difference between the two levels, usually about 103 to 105 electron 
volts (eV). This energy range corresponds to photon wavelengths of 10 nm to 10-2 nm, 
which means that the emitted photons are x-rays. The difference in energy for the various 
levels and thus the energies of the emitted x-rays, are unique and can be used to identify 
the element in which that transition occurred. Since these x-rays are characteristic of the 
type of atom from which they were emitted, they are known as characteristic x-rays.
In SR-XRF, we use the high energy photons from a synchrotron light source like the 
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) at SLAC to ionize electrons from the 
inner shells causing this cascade process to occur. We are then able to detect the charac­
teristic x-rays that result and by their energies identify the elements of origin. As this is 
performed on a sample, the many transitions that occur produce a wealth of characteristic 
x-rays that are collected by a detector to produce a characteristic x-ray spectrum. From this 
spectrum we can determine the quantities of given elements within the sample by compar­
ing results to a standard-generated yield curve. This is how SR-XRF is able to determine 
the composition of unknown materials.
1.3 Unmanned Aircraft Systems
A particularly important emerging technology for these types of environmental studies 
are unmanned aircraft systems (UAS, also known as unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs, or 
drone). Although unmanned aircraft have existed for some time, they are now finally mak­
ing the transition from a purely military technology to an area of active application-based 
research in the commercial and academic sectors. This technology is poised to become 
an exceedingly valuable tool to researchers for scientific data collection, particularly with 
regard to environmental sensing (both remote and in-situ).
■^Terminology: unmanned aircraft system  (UAS) generally refers to aircraft without an onboard pilot but 
including a ground control station, necessary communication networks, and an operator (albeit on the ground 
and not in the aircraft). Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) refers to the unmanned aircraft that is a component of 
the unmanned aircraft system. Colloquially and especially in the media, unmanned aircraft are referred to 
simply as drones.
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Figure 1.4. This illustration shows two approaches to environmental sensing with the two 
configurations of unmanned aircraft: cross-sectional studies using fixed-wing UAS, and 
vertical profiles using rotor-based UAS.
1.3.1 UAS Characteristics & Classifications
UAS are examples of autonomous, semi-autonomous, or remotely piloted aircraft. They 
have either a pre-programmed flight plan, receive real-time commands from an operator 
over a com-link, or are controlled by some combination of the two. To be considered a UAS 
the craft must be powered, as gliders are not considered unmanned aircraft for regulatory 
purposes.
There are two main UAS configurations: fixed wing (airplane-like) and rotor-driven 
(multi-rotors, helicopters, quad-copters, etc), examples of each are shown in Figure 1.4. 
UAVs can range in size from small insect sized nano drones to aircraft as big as large pri­
vate jets, such as the MQ-9 Predator2/Reaper with a 65 ft wingspan and a maximum take­
off weight of 10,000 pounds. As for establishing official categories for further classification, 
there is a lot of debate as to where the lines should be drawn and exactly what variables
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should determine a category (e.g. size, weight, flight endurance, intended purpose, mis­
sion types). Even within the U.S. military the categorization of unmanned aircraft differs 
between the Air Force, Army, and Marine Corps. It is likely that as UAV use in the civil 
sector increases, the market will establish its own categorization simply by what is most 
useful. Some of the more established size classes, though, are: micro (<0.9 kg), mini (0.9­
13.6 kg), tactical (13.6-454.5 kg), medium altitude - long endurance (abbreviated MALE, 
454.5-13,636.4 kg), and high altitude - long endurance (abbreviated HALE, >13,636.4 kg).
One of the most discussed (and firmly established) size classes right now is the sUAS 
or small UAS class. This category includes all unmanned aircraft under 25 kilograms (55 
lbs). Most civilian UAVs are likely to fall in this range. These platforms are likely to have 
the largest impact in non-military sectors (civil, industry, academic, research), due to their 
relatively low cost and their potential for simpler regulatory constraints resulting from the 
FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (discussed in the next subsection).
1.3.2 Regulatory Considerations & The FAA Test Sites
On February 14th of 2012, President Barack Obama signed bill HR658, the FAA Modern­
ization and Reform Act of 2012 (FAAMRA). This bill outlines benchmarks and provisions 
for integrating civil UAS into the national airspace system (NAS) by September 30th, 2015. 
This move was in response to the increasingly apparent reality that current FAA regula­
tions were insufficient to deal with the rapid expansion of interest in using UAS in the 
NAS. That insufficiency of proper regulation has been an impediment for fully utilizing 
UAS in environmental sensing [35]. Some experts have concluded that the lack of regula­
tory framework is also holding back the development of the UAV civilian sector and that 
it will continue to do so until a stable framework for routine UAS operation is established
[36]. Along the same lines, the FAA anticipates that within five years of establishing a 
regulatory framework, approximately 10,000 civilian UAS ventures will begin operations
[37].
FAAMRA begins the process of establishing a formal and fully-functional regulatory 
framework for allowing UAS to fly for civil purposes in the NAS. It requires the FAA to 
issue regulations pertaining to the operation of sUAS and requires the FAA to form and im­
plement a plan to begin integration of UAVs into the NAS. As a step towards that goal, the 
FAAMRA establishes six test sites throughout the United States specifically for the study of 
technical and logistical issues that may arise from the integration of UAS into the NAS (Fig.
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Figure 1.5. This figure displays the six FAA unmanned aircraft test sites. These test sites 
were established throughout the United States by the FAA Modernization and Reform 
Act of 2012 for study technical and logistical issues that may arise from the integration of 
unmanned aircraft into the national airspace. Figure courtesy of the FAA website.
1.5). The most prominent of these six test sites is the Pan-Pacific UAS Test Range Complex 
(PPUTRC) with test ranges in Alaska, Hawaii, and Oregon. The PPUTRC is a subsidiary 
of the Alaska Center for UAS Integration and the University of Alaska Fairbanks. This test 
site is particularly valuable to assessing the complication of integrating UAS into the NAS 
because it spans seven different climactic zones and tests the use of unmanned aircraft in 
remote locations with limited infrastructure, a realm where UAS may have a great deal of 
societal value. The other fives FAA test sites are managed by: The State of Nevada, New 
York's Griffiss International Airport with ranges in Massachusetts and Michigan, North 
Dakota Department of Commerce, Texas AM University Corpus Christi, Virginia Poly­
technic Institute and State University with ranges in New Jersey and Maryland.
In addition to establishing the test sites, the FAAMRA mandated some other items of 
note:
• A mandate for the development and designation of permanent areas in the Arctic 
where small UAV may fly for commercial and research purposes. This area would
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include beyond line-of-sight flights.
• A mandate for an exemption from rules and regulations for model/hobby aircraft 
weighing less than 55 lbs when flown within line-of-sight.
• A mandate requiring the development and implementation of operating and certifi­
cation requirements for UAS by the end of 2015.
• A mandate for the establishment of a simplified process of issuing authorizations for 
UAS flights in the NAS.
• A commitment to incrementally increasing airspace access as use-experience and 
safety data area accumulated, as well as to facilitate public agency use of the UAS 
test sites.
The participation of the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) in the test site program 
has opened the door to UAF conducting more research flights and developing and testing 
new payloads.
Advances in UAS technology have shown great promise in the realm of scientific data 
collection. Most of these advances have taken place with regards to the platforms them­
selves: reduced cost of a UAS, improved flight safety [38], standardized and simplified 
flight controls, and improvements in autopilots [39] [40]. At the same time, UAS have 
seen a number of improvements in integration and miniaturization of sensors such as 
hyper-spectral cameras, synthetic aperture radar, lidar, thermal cameras, and atmospheric 
sensors. Even without these advanced sensing systems, UAS present some useful off-the- 
shelf capabilities. The integrated GPS receiver can measure the absolute aircraft position 
and airspeed. The micro-inertial navigation system can measure the aircraft altitude. The 
on-board microprocessor and flight data recorder handle flight control and data logging. 
Most UAS are even equipped with a camera system (often a GoPro in newer model sUAS). 
The introduction of UAS technology into science, particularly with sampling innovations 
like the ADS, may open up new possibilities for the breadth and frequency of environmen­
tal data collection and drastically changes the landscape of the types of scientific studies 
that are possible and manageable.
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1.4 This Thesis
My thesis focuses on experiments in x-ray fluorescence spectrometry using synchrotron 
radiation with applications in unmanned aircraft environmental sensing. I will discuss 
the development of a means of collecting material aerosol samples and analyzing them 
with sufficient sensitivity to allow for unmanned aircraft to do the work. Although the 
development of the analytical technique itself is complete (discussed in chapters 2 and 3), 
the development of the prototype aerosol sampler ran into time consuming impediments 
so it will be some time still before it can be tested on an unmanned aircraft.
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Chapter 2
Experimental End-Station at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource: 
Development and Experimental Results1
Abstract
The X-ray fluorescence Induced by Polychromatic Beam end-station (XIPline, pronounced 
"zipline") began development and operation at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light- 
source (SSRL) in early 2012. The end-station is a collaboration of the University of Cali­
fornia Davis, University of Alaska Fairbanks, and the SSRL. Since its initial development, 
the end-station has been used as an element specific analytical tool for a variety of envi­
ronmental, metallic, and mineral samples. Presented here are the motivations for devel­
opment, the specifications of the beamline end-station, and two examples of recent exper­
iments performed. Specifically we look at analysis of an aerosol deposited substrate to 
demonstrate the main purpose of this line and we also show our analysis of the recent 
Sutter's Mill Meteorite, an example of bulk sample analysis.
1Published as Barberie, SR., TA. Cahill, CF. Cahill, TM. Cahill, CR. Iceman, DE. Barnes, 2013. UC Davis 
XIPline ("zipline") end-station at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource: Development and experi­
mental results, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A: Accelerators, Spectrometers, Detec­
tors and Associated Equipment, 729.
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2.1 Introduction
The XIPline end-station at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) at the 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) is a broadly applicable tool for composition 
determination of material samples using Synchrotron Radiation Induced X-ray Fluores­
cence (S-XRF). The end-station is developed and utilized by the University of California 
Davis (UC Davis) DELTA Group and by scientists from Arizona State University and the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks's Geophysical Institute and Departments of Chemistry and 
Biochemistry.
Historically, the UC Davis DELTA Group's experience with similar beamlines began in 
1997, when the group developed a polarized white-beam end-station based on the 18 keV 
bending magnet beamline 10.3.1 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory. The development was driven by the need for S-XRF analyses over 
a wide range of elements for the low mass aerosol samples delivered by time- and size- 
resolved aerosol impactors. In the past 15 years, hundreds of quantitative multi-elemental 
S-XRF analyses, corresponding to tens of thousands of individual S-XRF spectra, have 
been used to support local, regional, and global studies in atmospheric aerosols. This 
research produced unprecedented sensitivities in the femtogram per cubic meter of air 
range for aerosols from the Greenland Summit site [1] and critical data on ultra-fine metals 
and health [2] [3] [4]. However, the ALS system has several deficiencies, including a low 
excitation energy that limits the observable elements and a restrictive geometry that does 
not allow analysis of non-aerosol bulk type samples. To overcome the ALS's limitations, a 
program was developed at the SSRL to supplement the ALS capability; building on prior 
experience with polychromatic beams (also known as white-light or continuum beams) 
and adding capabilities for monochromatic excitation at energies up to 38 keV, the XIPline 
end-station was developed.
The strength of the XIPline end-station is its ability to quantitatively measure the con­
centrations of a broad spectrum of elements simultaneously in a very short time span (ap­
proximately 10 seconds per spectrum) by a completely non-destructive process: white- 
beam X-ray illumination and subsequent detection of elemental fluorescence. This is done 
while maintaining the flexibility and adaptability to be quickly reconfigured for new ana­
lytical challenges, such as adding beam filters or employing the somewhat more "classical" 
approach to synchrotron XRF of using crystal monochromators for energy selection.
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2.2 Station Description
Figure 2.1. Diagram of the XIPline end-station. Polarized X-rays from the synchrotron 
transverse the crystal chamber with optional use of a monochromator, motorized collima­
tors follow for adjusting the size of the beam spot. Background is reduced by simulating 
a vacuum with a helium chamber. The detector is placed normal to the incident beam to 
exploit polarization with primary scattering.
XIPline is located on beamline 2-2 at the SSRL, one of two white-light stations currently 
at the facility. The beamline uses radiation from a bending magnet providing a declared 
energy range of 1-40 keV (with an "in practice" upper-bound that can exceed 50 keV). The 
unaltered beam spot size is 4.0 mm x 8.0 mm. The unfiltered flux is typically on the order 
of 1010 photons per second. A simple diagram of the layout is shown in Figure 1. The 
beam initially comes off the synchrotron ring from the right (on the diagram) and passes 
through the crystal chamber where the monochromator is housed. In the case where a 
white-beam is desired, the crystal chamber is left empty. Motorized collimators are in 
the line of the beam following the crystal chamber. As the beam passes through these 
adjustable collimators the beam spot size is reduced as desired. The first ion chamber then 
measures the flux of the beam, after which the X-rays pass into the helium chamber (details 
below). The beam next passes through the simulated-vacuum of the helium chamber and
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is incident upon the sample under analysis, the sample gives off fluorescence X-rays that 
are registered by the silicon drift detector. The detector itself is placed normal to and in the 
plane of the incident beam to take advantage of the high polarization of the synchrotron X- 
rays, eliminating 97.5% of the primary Compton background. The remainder of the beam 
that passes through the sample is then able to exit the helium chamber and pass through a 
second ion chamber, measuring the residual beam flux.
The sample holder and translator is encased in the helium chamber so as to provide 
an easy-to-access simulated vacuum that does not require the pump-down time for a true 
evacuated chamber. The helium chamber is a vertical-standing cylindrical acrylic enclo­
sure that was designed and built by the UC Davis team. All windows into and out of the 
helium chamber are Kapton 0 (DuPont). Samples are mounted in the chamber on 21 cm 
x 2.5 cm PTFE frames that were originally designed to simplify the analysis of the multi­
ple aerosol samples impacted on Mylar strips utilized by DRUM samplers. The chamber 
translates the frame vertically using a stepper motor, allowing for the analysis of multiple 
samples on one frame or of time-resolved aerosol-impacted Mylar strips in half-millimeter 
steps, an analysis that often requires 340 half-millimeter steps to span the sample area 
of a standard frame i.e. 340 individual spectra. The frames are loaded into the chamber 
from the bottom and stepped through a small opening into the helium filled portion of the 
chamber. This bottom loading procedure allows frames to be changed with relatively little 
helium loss; however, to ensure consistency, a continuous helium flow of 0.03 cubic me­
ters per hour is fed into the top of the chamber. Since multiple samples may be mounted 
on a single frame, many analyses can be performed without having to change frames; a 
procedure which is itself fairly quick, taking less than two or three minutes. In future de­
ployments, and as higher sensitivities are sought out, the helium chamber may be replaced 
for the reduced background benefits of a true vacuum, however, this will result in a longer 
sample changing time.
White-beam analysis is the primary use for XIPline, hence the emphasis on polychro­
matic beams in the end-station name. When used as a white-beam, the monochromator 
chamber is left empty, allowing the beam to pass. The broad wavelength spectrum of the 
polychromatic beam is uniquely valuable for detection of multiple elements where sam­
ple composition is unknown. These conditions are critical when detection of trace (ppm) 
unexpected pollutants is of paramount importance; such as in environmental monitoring 
and especially so with aerosol monitoring. Impacted aerosol samples often have very little
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mass, thus the intensity of the beam coupled with the low background benefits of polariza­
tion make white-beam XRF well suited to aerosol studies; additional discussion of which 
appears in the aerosol case study of section 3.1.
For detection of elemental fluorescence, an SII Vortex silicon drift diode (SDD) detector 
(Vortex EX, SII Nano Technology USA) is used. The detector was selected for its high reso­
lution at increased count rates as well as thermoelectric cooling. The unique design of the 
hexagonal crystal greatly reduces the drift times as compared to standard Si(Li) detectors, 
permitting an order of magnitude increase in detector count-rate that is well matched to 
the intense X-ray flux produced by samples that are exposed to the polychromatic beam. 
The detector's resolution allows for well-defined peaks that ease the process of spectrum 
de-convolution. The high detector count-rate results in reduced experimental dead-times, 
which are crucial for white-beam sample excitation; since the intensity of the white-beam 
can often result in prohibitively high dead-times. The reduction in dead-time also shows 
benefits when analyzing bulk samples, since they can also produce a high flux of fluores­
cence X-rays. Additional details of the SDD detector can be found in [5] [6].
For peak identification and spectrum fitting we make use of a combination of in-house 
spectrum processing toolkits and some more established software suites, specifically Can­
berra's WinAXIL (Canberra, Meriden, CT, USA) and the European Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility's (ESRF) PyMca [7].
Although the end-station is largely focused on applications of white-beam XRF, three 
monochromators are also readily available for use when specific purposes require: a Si(1 
1 1) monochromator with a peak acceptance at around 2.5 keV and a sharp falloff up to 
around 20 keV; a Si(2 2 0) crystal, corresponding to a peak at around 4 keV and falling off 
until around 40 keV; and lastly a Si(4 0 0) monochromator with peak acceptance around 
7 keV and a sharp falloff that concludes near 50 keV. The particular uses and strengths 
of these respective crystals for use with synchrotron radiation are well established in the 
literature [8]; some additional considerations, however, will be addressed in a future meth­
ods paper that will provide a cookbook approach to S-XRF analysis for a variety of sample 
types. Recently the Si(4 0 0) crystal has been utilized in non-destructive testing of the 
Sutter's Mill meteorite [9], to be presented as a case study in Section 3.2.
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2.3 Examples of Recent Studies Performed at XIPline
The primary goal of the end-station is to perform non-destructive composition analysis 
by means of S-XRF on samples that are traditionally difficult to measure or on unique 
samples that must not incur any harm during the process. Provided in this section are two 
such examples, the first of the former type and the second of the latter.
2.3.1 Aerosol Studies
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Figure 2.2. Example spectrum from S-XRF of an aerosol sample. This particular sample 
was collected downwind of a California rail yard. The goal of the study was to determine 
the concentrations and elemental composition of particulate matter emissions from the 
facility. As is shown in the figure, the target elements for this study were primarily the 
transition metals.
XIPline has been used extensively for analysis of impacted aerosol samples from air 
quality and pollution monitoring, an area of study where size and time resolution is of­
ten sacrificed to collect greater sample mass necessary for conventional characterization 
techniques. The high flux beam and XIPline's ability to run in either polychromatic or 
selectively filtered modes eliminate the low-signal issues from small mass deposition. A 
DRUM aerosol sampler [10] [11] is used at remote sites to impact particulate matter onto 
Mylar substrates. These substrates are then taken to XIPline and analyzed for composition. 
For illustrative purposes, the spectrum of one such impacted aerosol sample is shown in 
Figure 2. The sample in Figure 2 was collected downwind of a railroad repair depot to de­
termine the concentrations of particulate metals emitted from the facility. The quantitative
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results of the study can be found in [4].
Samples of this type, extended Mylar strips of impacted particulate matter, are best 
analyzed with a white-beam for the broad range of elements that the sample deposition 
will provide. As previously mentioned, white-beam analysis is advantageous for aerosol 
samples because of the abundant counts provided by the high-intensity continuum beam; 
since without such intensity, accumulating sufficient signal to noise resolution on elemen­
tal peaks from such low-mass samples can be prohibitively difficult. Although the K­
lines for the elements of interest were all below 15 keV in the example spectrum (Figure 
2) and could have conceivably been observed with a monochromator, the reduced inten­
sity brought about by monochromatic excitation coupled with the low mass of the sample 
would have resulted in reduced sensitivity. Additionally, there is some room for proce­
dural variation depending on whether trace-element (ppm) sensitivity is being limited by 
spectrum dominating low-energy peaks, where selective filtering may help isolate a par­
ticular energy-range of the spectrum.
In those cases, we will often start with a white-beam for our initial observations of the 
sample. If it is discovered that soft X-ray peaks are dominating the spectrum, filters are 
added to suppress the lower energy peaks and give resolution to the upper portion of the 
spectrum. Thus, although the polychromatic beam is often the best choice for low mass 
samples like aerosols, the process can be a balancing act between the white-beam and a 
high-pass beam created by using filters to suppress soft X-rays.
For quantitative analysis, thin-film standards are analyzed using the same experimen­
tal conditions as the samples. From these standards, the end-station yield as a function 
of X-ray energy can be generated for the configuration being used. For quality assurance, 
standards are run both before and after the samples of interest. This comparator method 
for quantitative analysis does require additional time, however, the short spectrum collec­
tion time (about 10 seconds per spectrum) is not prohibitive.
2.3.2 Meteorites
In another recent study, the XIPline end-station was used as a component of the global 
collaboration to analyze the meteorite fragment Sutter's Mill 51 (SM51) [9]. The sample 
analyzed had been cut to expose a flat surface which was exposed to a 1 mm x 1 mm 
beam of monochromatic 38 keV polarized X-rays obtained using the Si(4 0 0) monochro­
mator crystal. The Si(4 0 0) was selected to allow a broad range of elemental detection
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Table 2.1. Shown here is a selection of elements from the SM51 and MUR comparison. 
The raw-count comparison was used to derive an energy yield-curve for the SM51 sample 
using established MUR values. The Ratio column shows the raw counts of SM51 over the 
raw counts of MUR; revealing a strong similarity between the two samples.
Element SM 51 Uncertainty M UR Uncertainty Ratio
Si 2527 155 2507 153 1.01
P 879 123 841 121 1.05
S 296 128 290 126 1.02
K 878 172 895 168 0.98
Ca 4772 172 4543 167 1.05
Ti 430 122 425 119 1.01
Cr 7549 607 7749 745 0.97
Mn 5895 224 5690 223 1.04
Fe 1070575 1499 1028801 1517 1.04
Co 16067 252 15375 245 1.04
Ni 55359 260 53140 249 1.04
Cu 1475 99 1420 94 1.04
Zn 1501 69 1442 65 1.04
Sr 636 56 601 51 1.06
Pd 390 50 374 46 1.04
Ag 875 58 833 54 1.05
Sb 126 93 119 82 1.06
Te 259 132 227 118 1.14
Ta 359 134 330 127 1.09
Pb 1556 278 1323 434 1.18
while reducing the beam to a sufficiently low intensity that the SM51 would not incur 
any damage. Additionally, the reduced intensity of the beam coming off of the silicon 
crystal created a lower fluorescence yield upon exciting SM51 than would be created with 
a white-beam configuration. This is important because bulk samples of this type often 
generate so many fluorescence X-rays under a white-beam configuration that the detector 
dead-time can reach prohibitively high levels. For quality assurance, repeat measurements 
were made to establish precision; after which the beam was moved in mm steps and sep­
arate measurements were taken to account for inhomogeneity in the sample.
The meteorite fragment presented a unique challenge for quantitative X-ray analysis 
because of its complex matrix and range of elements, presenting multiple opportunities 
for self-absorption effects. Ideally, we needed a standard reference material with a similar
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Table 2.2. Presented here is a comparison for select elements of three of the quantification 
techniques used on SM51: S-XRF, table-top XRF, and ICP-MS. There was general quantita­
tive agreement between S-XRF and the other analytical methods for elements observed in 
common. There were also several elements observed by S-XRF that could not be detected 
by the other techniques. A complete presentation of results is available in [9].
Element Quantification S-XRF XRF ICP-M S
Fe % Mass 22.2 22.78 22.37
Si % Mass 13.45 13.72
S % Mass 3.14 2.77 3.16
Ni % Mass 1.28 1.29 1.24
Cr % Mass 0.32 0.34 0.31
Mn % Mass 0.17 0.19 0.18
P % Mass 0.11 0.13
Ti % Mass 0.056 0.07 0.07
Ta ppm 0.02 0.021
In ppm 0.05 0.062
Tl ppm 0.09 0.096
Cs ppm 0.13 0.14
Sb ppm 0.14 0.12
Pd ppm 0.66 0.86
Te ppm 1.5 1.42
Pb ppm 1.88 1.61
Y ppm 2.1 2.42
Sr ppm 10.6 10.88
composition and matrix to which we could compare. Such a reference material presented 
itself in the form of the well-determined Murchison meteorite fragment (MUR) [12], a car­
bonaceous chondrite meteorite that fell in 1969 and was recovered near Murchison, Victo­
ria in Australia. This fragment had been thoroughly analyzed by a number of techniques, 
making it a candidate for use as a suitable reference material for our analysis of SM51. We 
expected some similarity in the spectra of the two meteorites, since they were of the same 
type, but when we analyzed the two samples under the same beam configuration, they 
were far more similar than we expected. The two meteorite fragments presented not only 
the same range of elements but also nearly identical relative abundances of elements-all 
agreeing to within a few percent. The direct comparison between the two is shown in Table 
1.
Based on the agreement between the two spectra, we applied the accepted literature
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values for elemental composition to our Murchison spectra, providing the elemental yield 
of our beam configuration for that matrix type, just as we would with a laboratory pro­
vided standard. We then used this yield to analyze our SM51 spectra quantitatively. Of the 
elements observed in common, the analysis showed extremely good quantitative agree­
ment, typically a few percent with the results of three groups using versions of Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The comparison of analytical results from 
the various techniques are shown in Table 2.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Comparison with Other Analytical Methods
In the Sutter's Mill case study (section 3.2), a comparison with other methods of analysis 
for a bulk sample was shown. These results show quantitative agreement with both tra­
ditional tabletop XRF and ICP-MS. Additionally, it can be seen that S-XRF was able to see 
a suite of elements not available by tabletop XRF and a few elements beyond what can be 
measured with ICP-MS. Although not explicitly displayed in the above table, it is impor­
tant to note that ICP-MS often detects elements that are outside the observational range of 
XIPline, suggesting that the techniques may be complementary, depending on the target 
elements and the nature of the sample. In the case of aerosol samples, a complete range 
of elements and minimum detectable limits has not yet been determined to the satisfac­
tion of the experimenters since the end-station is still under development and detection 
capabilities are expected to see further improvement.
2.4.2 Similar End-Stations
Excepting the related beamline at ALS, the XIPline's emphasis on aerosol composition 
analysis by polychromatic beam is relatively unique. However, XIPline is not the only 
white-light end-station using XRF. Noteworthy examples of other polychromatic analyti­
cal stations are found at HASYLAB (Hamburg Synchrotron Laboratory Germany) and at 
NSLS (National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratories, NY, USA).
2.4.3 Availability
Analysis at the XIPline end-station is available through collaboration with the UC Davis 
DELTA Group, as was the case with the Sutter's Mill meteorite fragment, or through col­
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laboration with the affiliated scientists from the University of Alaska Fairbanks and Ari­
zona State University. Such collaborations for the analyses of unique samples may become 
increasingly relevant as the end-station continues to receive upgrades and new develop­
ments for expanded capabilities.
2.5 Conclusions
We presented the XIPline end-station at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource, 
a collaboration of the UC Davis DELTA Group, the UA Fairbanks Geophysical Institute 
and Department of Chemistry, and the SSRL. We introduced a cross section of recent ex­
periments already conducted at XIPline to provide some insight into the analytical range 
of the end-station. The XIPline end-station continues to receive upgrades and innovations 
for fast, high-sensitivity, highly-quantitative, non-destructive testing of an extremely broad 
range of materials.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of Different Synchrotron Beam Line Configurations for X-ray Fluorescence
Analysis of Environmental Samples1
Abstract
Synchrotron Radiation X-Ray Fluorescence (SR-XRF) is a powerful elemental analysis tool, 
yet synchrotrons are large, multi-user facilities that are generally not amenable to modifi­
cation. However, the x-ray beam lines from the synchrotrons can be modified by simply 
including x-ray filters or removing monochromators to improve the SR-XRF analysis. In 
this study, we evaluated four easily applied beam line configurations for the analysis of 
three representative environmental samples, namely a thin aerosol sample, an interme­
diate thickness biological sample, and a thick rare earth mineral specimen. The results 
showed that the white beam configuration, which is simply the full, polychromatic output 
of the synchrotron, was the optimal configuration for the analysis of thin samples with 
little mass. The filtered white beam configuration removed the lower energy x-rays from 
the excitation beam and hence it gave better sensitivity for elements emitting more ener­
getic x-rays. The filtered white beam - filtered detector configuration sacrifices the lower 
energy part of the spectrum (<15 keV) for improved sensitivity in the higher end («  26 to 
48 keV range). The use of a monochromatic beam, which tends to be the standard mode 
of operation for most SR-XRF analyses reported in the literature, gave the least sensitive 
analysis.
■^Published as Barberie, SR., CR. Iceman, CF. Cahill, TM. Cahill, 2014. Evaluation of Different Synchrotron 
Beam Line Configurations for X-ray Fluorescence Analysis of Environmental Samples, Analytical Chemistry., 
86(16).
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3.1 Introduction
The trace elemental analysis of materials by x-ray methodologies, such as x-ray fluores­
cence (XRF), is a widespread and mature field [1] [2]. The XRF methods have three pri­
mary advantages. The first advantage is that the analysis is non-destructive so it can be 
applied to historical or rare artifacts that must not be damaged [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. The 
second main advantage of the XRF methods is that they can be conducted at microscopic 
scales, termed ^-XRF, to map the elemental composition of a sample with a spatial res­
olution of 10 ^m or less [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]. Lastly, XRF methods can be 
applied directly to samples without digestion which has resulted in a number of commer­
cially available portable XRF units that can be used to determine elemental composition 
of samples in the field (e.g. [17]). The main limitations of XRF methods are that they typi­
cally lack the sensitivity of Inductively-Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) and 
thick samples have x-ray self absorption problems that make quantification more difficult. 
Synchrotron Radiation XRF (SR-XRF) increased dramatically in recent years [18] [19] [20] 
[21] as a means to conduct highly sensitive elemental analyses; some important aspects of 
which have been recently reviewed in the literature [22]. The SR-XRF has an intense, po­
larized x-ray beam that, with proper location of the detector in the plane of polarization, 
lowers the background in the spectra by an order of magnitude or more, hence improving 
the sensitivity of the analysis. The relatively recent advances in x-ray detectors, namely 
the silicon drift detectors (SDD), provide considerably higher x-ray counting rates so the 
detectors are a natural companion to the synchrotron excitation that can provide a high 
degree of sample excitation. The intensity of the beam can generate enough emissions 
from even small samples, as in micro-mapping experiments, to provide elemental spectra. 
Many research groups around the world use SR-XRF for various trace element analyses, 
yet a discussion on the optimal conditions for different types of analyses is largely lack­
ing in the literature. Most research groups simply use the synchrotron beam lines that are 
available to them because the synchrotron beam lines are large, multi-user research facili­
ties that are not amenable to major modification by individual research groups for specific 
studies. The majority (e.g. [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [14] [15] [16] [23]) of trace ele­
ment analyses take the polychromatic output from the synchrotron and pass it through a 
monochromator to generate a single, tunable excitation energy. The selection of a single 
energy for excitation provides the greatest selectivity for the analysis but it comes at a cost 
of greatly reduced photon intensity that limits sample excitation. Another configuration
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of the components of SSRL beamline 2.2 utilized during 
this study.
is to utilize the total polarized polychromatic source beam from the synchrotron, which is 
often termed a white beam, to excite the sample. This provides the least selective excitation 
mode but the greatest photon flux that may be needed to excite small amounts of sample 
mass.
Very few research groups use white beam synchrotron radiation for sample excitation. 
The only two groups we could locate were aerosol researchers based in California (using 
the Advanced Light Source beam line 10.3.1 in Berkeley) [24] [25] [26] [27] and Switzerland 
(using both the Swiss Light Source and HASYLAB in Hamburger, Germany) [28] [29] [30]
[31] [32] that employ similar methodologies. Both these groups were driven to white beam 
analyses by the small mass delivered by their use of time resolved and size segregated 
aerosol samplers. A potential intermediate option would be to use a primary beam filter 
to remove part of the polychromatic excitation energy in the region where maximum sen­
sitivity is desired, thus lowering the background for a particular energy range of elements. 
The use of a primary beam filter (for example, see references [1] [33] [34]) to increase sen­
sitivity for selected elements is a widespread technique used by x-ray tube-based systems 
since the 1960s [35], but it has been rarely utilized, or rarely reported, by the synchrotron 
research groups conducting elemental analyses [28] [31]. The objective of this study was 
to evaluate the performance of four different synchrotron beam line configurations for the
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elemental analysis of three typical environmental samples. The beam line configurations 
were all options that are typically available to users with minimal or no beam line modi­
fications. The beam line configurations investigated were 1) a white beam, which was the 
total, polychromatic x-ray emissions from the synchrotron, 2) a filtered white beam, 3) a 
filtered white beam and a filtered detector and 4) a monochromatic x-ray beam generated 
by a Si(400) crystal. These beam line configurations were tested on a set of three typi­
cal environmental samples to determine which configuration was optimal for each type of 
sample. The environmental samples were chosen to represent different thicknesses of sam­
ple substrates typically analyzed by XRF. The samples selected for this evaluation study 
were a thin aerosol sample, an intermediate thickness biological sample and a thick rare 
earth mineral specimen.
3.2 Experimental Section
The optimization of SR-XRF was conducted at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light- 
source (SSRL) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC). This instrument is 
a 3 GeV synchrotron that typically operates at a current of 450 to 500 mA. Beam line 2-2 
was chosen for this study since it has the highest energy x-rays of any of the beam lines at 
SSRL; it is also one of only two polychromatic-ready beamlines at the facility. This beam is 
derived from a bending magnet. The median x-ray energy for this beam line was approxi­
mately 20 keV and the majority of the photon flux is below 40 keV. However, some photon 
flux as high as 55 keV was present. For experimenters wishing to use this method, when 
submitting a proposal to a synchrotron user facility and selecting a desired beam line, we 
recommend that the experimenter first discover which beam lines are amenable to unob­
structed polychromatic excitation, and then among those, select the line with the highest 
energy; since the range of elements that can be detected with SR-XRF is a function of the 
maximum excitation energy of the beam. It was by this method that we selected beam line 
2-2 for our study.
The experimental platform inside the hutch consisted of several components as shown 
in Figure 1 to control and modify the x-ray beam from the synchrotron. Prior to enter­
ing the hutch, the beam was passed through a set of entry slits that decrease the intensity 
of the beam delivered to the hutch. The maximum beam intensity was obtained when 
these slits are fully open. The incoming beam intensity was often decreased at this point 
to avoid excessive sample excitation that might saturate the x-ray detector. The next beam
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Figure 3.2. Optimization of the thickness of aluminum beam filter for the analysis of rare 
earth elements in a mineral sample of aeschynite-(Y). These analyses were conducted using 
a 2 mm aluminum detector filter. Both the 4.1 and 6.1 aluminum beam filters were able to 
detect more elements that the thinner beam filters. However, the 6.1 mm filter reduced 
the beam intensity too much for the analysis of thinner samples, hence the 4.1 mm filter 
thickness was chosen as the optimal thickness for the range of samples investigated in this 
study The 4.1 mm aluminum filter was made by folding a sheet of regular Reynolds Wrap 
aluminum foil (98.5% pure aluminum with iron and silicon making up the remaining 1.5%) 
eight times to give 256 layers of aluminum foil.
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control device (if utilized) was a monochromator that can transmit a single photon energy 
down the beam line. This monochromator employed a Si(400) crystal with a lattice spac­
ing (or d-space) of 1.357755 A that tends to perform well with higher energy x-rays. For 
this study, the monochromator was set to 38 keV so that maximum sensitivity would be 
achieved for elements with x-ray energies between 15 and 28 keV (or about Zr to Te, Th 
and U). Additionally, the 38 keV beam energy resulted in the incoherent Compton peak 
falling in the relatively unimportant part of the spectrum near the Ka1 line of xenon. Since 
the monochromator transmits only a single x-ray energy from all of the energies available 
in the incident beam, the intensity of the transmitted beam was greatly decreased so the 
entry slits are typically completely open to deliver the maximum x-ray intensity. The next 
beam control device (if utilized) was a beam filter, the composition and thickness of which 
were optimized during this study. The beam filter was never used in conjunction with 
the monochromator; the beam filter and monochromator represent two different ways to 
modify the incoming x-ray beam. Four different metal foils (aluminum, zinc, molybde­
num and silver and six different thicknesses of aluminum filters were tested, the results 
of which are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, respectively. Ultimately, a 4.1 mm thick alu­
minum filter was selected as the optimal filter for this beam line and application. The beam 
filter absorbed a large fraction of the lower energy x-rays from the incoming x-ray beam 
while transmitting most of the higher energy x-rays. This resulted in an excitation beam 
with a greater proportion of the higher energy x-rays. This also lowered the background 
caused by Compton scattering in the part of the spectrum where the energy was absorbed. 
The beam filter decreases the intensity of the transmitted x-ray beam, but the decrease of 
beam intensity was not as large as from the monochromator. The principle of filtering of 
polychromatic x-ray sources to provide improved sensitivity for certain parts of the spectra 
is well established [1] [33] [34] [35] and is used by some commercially available bench-top 
XRF systems. However, it is very rarely reported in SR-XRF analyses [28] [31] and never 
discussed in great detail. If neither the monochromator nor the beam filter are utilized, 
then a white beam was transmitted down the beam line. This was simply the full spec­
trum (i.e. polychromatic spectrum) of x-rays generated by the synchrotron, nominally 4 to 
40 keV. The white beam had the greatest transmitted flux, but it was the least selective in 
terms of x-ray energies transmitted. The next stage of the beam line was the beam control 
slits that control the size of the beam spot (or sampling area). For this study, the beam spot 
was 1.0 mm x 0.5 mm unless otherwise noted, but this value can be set from anywhere
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between about 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm to 6 mm x 2 mm. Larger beam spots sample more area 
(and sample mass) and thus generate more x-ray emissions. Smaller spots are preferred for 
samples with spatial heterogeneity, but come at a cost of lower x-ray flux passing through 
the sample and hence fewer x-ray emissions from the sample. The transmitted x-ray beam 
passes into a helium chamber where the samples are mounted. The helium atmosphere 
between the samples and the x-ray detector allows for the detection of low-energy x-rays 
that would otherwise be absorbed by the air. The helium chamber was simply a vertically 
mounted acrylic cylinder that is almost completely sealed except for a small hole on the 
bottom that allows for sample insertion. Windows were cut into the chamber for the entry 
and exit of the x-ray beam as well as for the detector. The windows were then covered with 
a very thin layer of Kapton (DuPont) to keep the helium in the chamber but allows x-ray 
transmission with effectively no attenuation at the x-ray energies being used in this study. 
The chamber has a steady stream of helium (0.03 cubic meters per hour) going through 
it with the extra escaping from the hole on the bottom of the chamber where the samples 
were inserted. The x-rays generated by the sample then may pass through a detector fil­
ter if it was utilized. Detector filters have been used in prior studies (e.g. [23] [36] [37]) 
to suppress detection of abundant low-end elements. The composition and the thickness 
of the detector filter can be easily changed depending on the particular application to re­
move a particular range of the spectrum. In this study, the detector filter consisted of 2.0 
mm of aluminum to absorb lower energy x-rays (below about 15 keV) before they reach 
the detector. This sacrifices the lower range of the spectrum to give improved sensitiv­
ity for elements with higher energy x-rays because the detector will not be overwhelmed 
by x-rays from common and abundant elements like iron39 and calcium26. The last part 
of the beam line was the SII Vortex EX x-ray detector (Hitachi High-Technologies Science 
America, Inc.)[38] that quantified the number and the energy of the x-rays emitted from 
the sample. This was a silicon drift detector that can process the higher count rates found 
in synchrotron applications. In this study, the detector was operated at an optimal count 
rate that resulted in a detector dead-time of approximately 20%. The entry slits were ad­
justed to deliver a beam intensity to keep the detector operating at the optimal count rate. 
If the entry slits were completely open and the detector was still below the optimal count 
rate, then it was noted in the results that maximum performance would not be obtained. 
The detector was mounted at 90 degrees relative to the x-ray beam to take the maximum 
advantage of the polarized nature of the x-ray beam. However, this detector angle makes
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it more likely that diffraction peaks may appear in the spectra of crystalline mineral sam­
ples when using polychromatic excitation methods. Three environmental samples were 
chosen to represent different matrices that are typically analyzed by x-ray fluorescence. 
The first sample was a particulate air sample collected on a mylar impaction substrate 
with an 8-stage DRUM sampler [39] downwind of the railroad repair depot in Roseville, 
CA [40]. This particulate size fraction represented by this sample was the 0.09 to 0.12 ^m 
size fraction. This sample represents a very thin sample with a relatively low amount of 
mass present, with a thickness on the order of 30 ^m. The second environmental sample 
was a biological sample, namely the keratin rattle from a sidewinder rattlesnake (Crotalus 
cerastes). The sample was collected in a relatively rural area south of Phoenix, AZ. This 
sample has an intermediate thickness that may result in some of the lower-energy x-rays 
(e.g. sulfur) being self-absorbed by the sample matrix, hence some corrections need to be 
applied to obtain quantitative results. The last of the representative environmental sam­
ples chosen was a rare earth mineral sample, namely aeschynite-(Y) from Hittero, Norway 
with a reported formula of (Y, Ca, Fe, Th)(Ti, Nb)2(O, OH)6. This sample was about 2 mm 
thick, but this is still considered a thick target in terms of x-ray analysis, which means that 
many of the lighter elements (e.g. Ca and Ti) will be under-represented in the spectrum 
due to matrix self-absorption effects. While absolute quantification by the application of 
absorption corrections is possible, this type of analysis is best for qualitative or compara­
tive results. The sample run time was 10 minutes for every analysis in this study.
3.3 Results and Discussion
The four different beam line configurations were evaluated on 1) their ability to detect a 
wide range of elements (Figure 3), and 2) their sensitivity of the elements that are able to 
be detected (Table 2). The four different configurations had strengths and weaknesses so 
the different configurations were optimal for different types of samples. It is important to 
note that higher atomic number elements including the rare earth elements are often found 
in much lower concentrations in samples due to their lower abundance in nature. There­
fore, a case arises wherein, although high Z elements exist in a sample, the low Z elements 
produce such a large spectral yield, that the detector cannot register the smaller peaks at 
higher energies. For this reason, one focus of our optimization efforts (particularly with 
respect to the beam filtering) was on suppressing the lower end of the spectrum to provide 
additional resolution to the upper end. It is also important to note that since higher energy
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x-rays have a lower interaction cross-section with matter than lower energy x-rays, adding 
filters to a sample will always suppress the spectrum from the low end first. Although 
that fence can be moved by varying filter material, and the magnitude of the suppression 
can be altered by varying filter thickness, the low end of the spectrum is the only possible 
target for filtering. Overall, the white beam configuration provided good results over a 
wide range of elements as evidenced in that it was able to detect 11 elements in the aerosol 
sample, 21 in the rattlesnake tail and 19 in the mineral specimen (Table 2). Moreover, there 
were no elements that were expressly excluded by this analysis. Elements from potassium 
to holmium could be detected with the K line x-rays and elements from erbium to uranium 
could be detected with the L line x-rays. The sensitivity of the analysis, as measured by the 
signal-to-noise ratios, was frequently better than the other configurations with the white 
beam being the most sensitive in 8 of the 15 elements detected in the aerosol sample and 
11 of 22 elements detected in the rattlesnake tail. Surprisingly, the white beam was the 
best for only one element in the mineral sample. The white beam tended to be the best for 
elements with lower energy x-rays (e.g. 12 keV or lower) since the white beam has more 
low energy x-rays to excite these elements. The white beam analyses were particularly ef­
fective for samples with very low masses, such as aerosol samples or microprobe analyses, 
that require a high photon flux to generate enough emissions for a sensitive spectrum. It 
is worth noting that the only two research groups we could find that utilized white beam 
analyses were primarily conducting aerosol analysis where amounts of material analyzed 
are very small [26] [28].
The limitations of the white beam are relatively few. In thick samples, the white beam 
system tended to have high count rates from common elements (e.g. iron) that limited the 
sensitivity for rarer elements (e.g. antimony). Furthermore, the presence of intense emis­
sion lines from abundant elements increases the occurrence of sum peaks in the spectra 
(Figure 3), which are the result of two low energy x-rays from an abundant element hitting 
the detector at the exact same time and appearing as a fictitious peak equal to the sum of 
their energies. In the rare earth mineral sample, a sum peak was observed in the white 
beam and filtered white beam analyses corresponding to the sum of two Y K a x-rays, but 
the sum peak was relatively minor at 0.13% of the intensity of the Y K a peak. Sum peaks 
can also be reduced by beam intensity so that the detector operates at a lower count rate 
(i.e. detector dead-time is reduced). The other limitation of the white beam configura­
tion is that it is vulnerable to diffraction peaks in crystalline mineral samples. Diffraction
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Figure 3.3. Spectra obtained from a sample of the rare earth mineral aeschynite-(Y) with 
the four beam line configurations investigated. Notice that the filtered white beam-filtered 
detector configuration cannot obtain the low end of the spectrum while the monochromatic 
beam cannot obtain the high end of the spectrum. The peaks labeled with an S and an 
arrow in the white beam and filtered white beam spectra are an artifact called sum peaks 
along with a few smaller peaks in that area of the spectrum. Notice that the sum peaks are 
absent from the filtered white beam-filtered detector and the monochromatic spectra.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of the polychromatic and monochromatic beams for mineral sam­
ple aeschynite-(Y).
peaks occur when one of the many wavelengths of incoming source x-ray matches a wave­
length that can diffract off of a crystalline material. This causes a coherent beam of source 
x-rays at a particular energy to strike the detector which gives a peak in the energy spec­
trum (see Figure S2 in supporting materials for an example). These diffraction peaks can 
complicate the data interpretation since they can masquerade as elemental emission peaks. 
While no diffraction peaks were observed in the samples analyzed in this experiment, they 
have been observed in other mineral samples analyzed by our group with the white beam. 
Diffraction peaks can be reduced or eliminated by  powdering crystalline samples and us­
ing a larger beam spot to integrate over a larger area. The filtered white beam performed 
better than the white beam for elements with x-ray energies between 11 and 26 keV, which 
roughly corresponds to bromine to antimony. In the aerosol sample, the filtered white 
beam performed best for 7 of the 15 elements detected. Furthermore, it was able to detect 
an additional 4 elements (Sr, Mo, Ag, and Sb) that were not detected by the other beam line 
configurations. For the rattlesnake tail, the filtered white beam was the most sensitive for 9 
elements of the 22 elements detected. The filtered white beam also performed well on the 
mineral sample (11 out of 23 elements detected). The filtered white beam detected more
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elements in the three environmental samples than any other beam line configuration. The 
increased sensitivity to the higher energy elements was accomplished by two processes: 
1) increasing the proportion of higher energy x-rays in the incoming beam by absorbing 
the lower energy photons and 2) lowering the background of Compton x-rays in regions 
of the spectra with elements of interest. The filtered white beam configuration performed 
the best with thicker samples (e.g. biological and mineral specimens).
The filtered white beam - filtered detector configuration was designed to increase the 
sensitivity of the system for the elements with the highest x-ray energies by placing a fil­
ter over the detector to eliminate the lower energy x-rays from abundant elements like 
calcium and iron [26] [36]. This means all of the x-rays counted by the detector originate 
from the higher end of the energy spectrum. However, the addition of the detector filter 
forsakes the lower end of the spectrum with many interesting and toxic elements. The 
filtered white beam - filtered detector performed poorly for the aerosol and rattlesnake 
samples that were dominated by elements in the lower end of the spectrum. The aerosol 
sample was unable to achieve anywhere near optimal detector count rate even at maxi­
mum synchrotron beam intensity, hence the data was not collected. For the rattlesnake 
tail, this configuration was the best for a single element, namely barium, out of the 22 
elements detected. However, the filtered white beam - filtered detector was very effec­
tive at analyzing the rare earth mineral specimen since this configuration was the most 
sensitive for 12 elements with x-ray energies between 26 and 47 keV (or about antimony 
to holmium). Unfortunately, the configuration used in this study effectively sacrifices all 
elements with x-ray energies below about 15 keV, which encompasses most of the com­
mon elements normally detected by XRF. One fringe benefit of excluding the abundant 
low-energy elemental emissions is that it dramatically reduces the presence of sum peaks 
higher in the spectrum that might interfere with the detection of trace amounts of elements 
(Figure 3). Overall, the filtered beam - filtered detector is a more specialized configuration 
for the analysis of more energetic elements. The monochromatic beam performed poorly 
compared to the other beam configurations. Simply, the lower photon flux resulting from 
transmitting a single frequency of light was not able to generate enough x-rays from the 
samples to operate the detector at efficient count rate. The beam spot size in the monochro­
matic analyses was even increased to 6 mm x 2 mm, compared to the 1 mm x 0.5 mm of 
the other analyses, to compensate for the lower photon flux. Even under these large beam 
spot conditions, the monochromatic beam was always the least sensitive configuration
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Table 3.1. Performance of the different beam filter materials on the ability of the SR-XRF 
system to detect elements in a rare earth mineral sample, namely aeschynite-(Y). The val­
ues represented in the table are the signal-to-noise ratios for the elements detected. The ele­
ments are listed in increasing order of their x-ray energies and the particular x-ray emission 
line used for the sensitivity assessment is given in parenthesis. All tests were conducted 
with a detector filter consisting of 2 mm of aluminum. The best beam filter for a particular 
element is shown in larger, bold text.
beam filter material
aluminum zinc molybdenum silver^
beam filter 4.1 0.62 0.25 0.50
thickness (mm)
beam filter areal 1.1 0.44 0.32 0.36
density (g/cm2)
total spectrum 2.8 X 107 2.1 X 107 1.8 X 107 5.7 X 106
counts
Y (Knl) 1500 840 1400 200
Th 460c 280‘ 210‘ 70 c
Nb (Knl) 2800 1600 1800 410
u  ( v ) 340c 210c 460" 100"
Ag ( O 7.2 11 12 jsource
Sn (K JT 330 220 180 62
Sb (Val) 7.7 6.5 5.7 3.1
Ba (K * ) 15 18 14 2.3
La (Knl) 17 17 16 3.0
Ce (Knl) 130 180 140 37
Pr (K„i) 30 46 33 9.8
Nd (Knl) 260 420 330 110
Sm (Knl) 180 340 280 110
Gd (K ^) 200 430 370 200
Tb (Knl) 33 72 57 40
Dy (Knl) 170 370 350 240
Ho (Knl) 18 43 40 33
a. The silver foil reduced the intensity of the excitation beam to the point that the detector 
could was not operating at an effective count rate.
b. The peak measured may consist of overlapping x-ray emissions from two elements. 
This also includes peaks that are on the shoulder of another peak.
c. The emission of silver x-rays from the sample could not be quantified since there were 
additional silver x-rays from the fluorescence of the beam filter. The amount of fluores­
cence x-rays from the beam filter were remarkably small (and not even detected for the 
molybdenum filter).
d. The tin peak was also observed in blank spectra, so it may be the result of the detector 
or other nearby materials.
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Table 3.2. Performance of the different beam line configurations in detecting elements in 
the three representative sample types. The values represented in the table are the signal- 
to-noise ratios for the elements detected rounded to two significant digits of accuracy. If 
an element cannot be detected by a configuration, then it is denoted as "— ". If an element 
could be detected but it was not quantified in this study, then it is denoted as ND if the 
baseline was relatively flat or INT if there is a large, interfering peak that would obscure 
the element. The elements are listed in increasing order of their x-ray energies and the 
particular x-ray emission line used for the sensitivity assessment is given in parenthesis. 
The beam line configurations are abbreviated as follows: WB is white beam, FWB is filtered 
white beam (using a 4.1 mm Al filter), FWB-FD is filtered white beam with filtered detector 
(using a 4.1 mm Al filter on the beam and a 2 mm Al filter on the detector), and Mono is 
monochromatic beam.
intermediate biological sample (rattlesnake tail, thick mineral sample (Aeschynite-(Y), Hittero,
thin aerosol sample (Roseville, CA) Phoenix, AZ) Norway)
WB FWB Mono WB FWB FWB-FD Mono WB FWB FWB-FD Mono
no. of detections 11 15 4 21 22 10 9 19 23 17 10
counts 3.S X 107 1.9 X 107 9.5 X 104 5 2  X 107 4.0 X 107 1.1 X 107 7.4 X 10s 3.3 X 107 3.1 X 107 2.8 X 107 1.4 X 106
K ( K j INT INT ND 240 170 - ND ND ND - ND
Ca (K*,) 59 4.S ND 1700 1300 - 12 2.3 2.8 - ND
Ti (Ka,) 200 14 INT 470 430 - 8.8 160 190 - 31
v ( 0 INT ND ND 90* 83* - INT 2 6b 32* - INT
Cr (Knl) 25 4.2 ND 32 11 - ND ND ND - ND
Mn (Kaj) 20 1.9 ND 590 460 - ND ND ND - ND
Fe ( K .J 1400 150 2.1 22000 17000 - 34 140 180 - 29
Ni ( K J 130 13 ND 62 73 - ND ND INT INT
Cu (K,,,) 180 33 2.6 280 270 - 1.8 INT INT - INT
Ta (1*,) INT INT ND INT INT - ND ND 360 - 55
W  (Lal) ND ND ND ND ND - ND ND 370 - 56
Zn (K .) 320 30 9.1 710 550 - 7.8 ENT ND - ND
Se (Ka,) ND ND ND 4.6 4.0 - ND INT INT - INT
Br (Kal) 19 28 ND 110 100 - 0.8 ND ND - ND
Pb (L^j) 17 47 ND 21" 75* - ND 32* 62* - 10
Rb (K*,) ND ND ND 120 120 3.7 ND INT INT ND ND
Sr (K*,) ND 11 ND 360 440 32 2.6 ND ND ND ND
Y ( U ND ND ND 38* 50* 8.9* ND 6000 8900 1500 990
Zr (Kal) ND ND ND 110* I60h 47" 1.9 INT INT INT INT
Th ( I * ,) ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 300 1000* 460* 120
Nb (Kuj) ND ND ND 6.5 15 6.9 ND 3200 4900 2800 570
U ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 300* 470* 340* 51
Mo (K^j) ND 7.0 ND ND ND ND ND INT INT INT ND
Pd (K ,,) ND ND ND ND ND 1.0 ND ND ND ND ND
Ag ( O ND 5.8 ND 10 13 13 ND 13 0.8 7.2 ND
Sn (Kal)c 17 130 4.0 14 38 35 1.8 300 88 330 14
Sb (1^,) ND 7.1 ND ND 2.2 2.3 ND ND ND 7.7 ND
Ba (K*,,) ND ND ND 3.8 9.7 18 ND 8.7 5.6 15 ND
La (1^,) ND ND - ND ND ND - 17 8.4 17 -
Ce (K*,) ND ND - ND ND ND - 49 33 130 -
(*» ,) ND ND - ND ND ND - 13 7.3 30 -
Nd (Kal) ND ND - ND ND ND - 110 76 260 -
Sm (Ka,) ND ND - ND ND ND - 86 56 180 -
Gd (Ka,) ND ND - ND ND ND - 110 70 200 -
Tb (KaI) ND ND - ND ND ND - 9.7 10 33 -
Dy (K»i) ND ND ND ND ND - 95 55 170 -
Ho (K ,,) ND ND - ND ND ND - 11 6.5 18 -
a. The peak measured may consist of overlapping x-ray emissions from two elements. This 
also includes peaks that are on the shoulder of another peak.
b. The tin peak was also observed in blank spectra, so it may be the result of the detector 
or other nearby materials.
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in terms of both signal-to-noise and the number of elements detected. Furthermore, the 
monochromatic beam at 38 keV was unable to excite elements with higher x-ray energies, 
such as the K lines of the rare earth elements. The monochromatic beam at 38 keV was 
especially insensitive to the elements with low x-ray energies (< 8 keV) since the absorp­
tion cross-section of these elements is low. The monochromatic beam was best suited for 
mineral samples where the large mass of the sample can partly offset the effect of a low 
photon flux, but the other beam line configurations provided considerably greater sen­
sitivity. One inherent advantage of the monochromatic beam was that it was effectively 
immune to diffraction peak artifacts in the spectrum when analyzing crystalline samples. 
The purpose of this research was to illustrate simple methods to enhance the sensitivity 
of SR-XRF analyses. Almost all of the SR-XRF studies use a monochromator, yet the re­
sults show that a monochromatic source was less sensitive than other options due to the 
dramatic decrease in photon flux that limited the amount of sample excitation. Monochro­
mators are essential to other synchrotron applications, such as x-ray crystallography, x-ray 
absorption near-edge structure (XANES), etc., hence monochromators are common on syn­
chrotron beam lines and are probably used mainly by default. This study was conducted to 
evaluate alternatives to a monochromator by filtering the source x-ray beam or detector to 
achieve increased sensitivity in selected energy ranges in the spectrum. The results of this 
study indicate that dramatic increases in sensitivity can be achieved by SR-XRF by simply 
removing the monochromator and using a white beam. The simplest way to achieve this 
is to remove the crystals from the monochromator and allow the white beam to pass un­
modified through the monochromator housing. The use of a white beam increases sample 
excitation by orders of magnitude yet the polarized nature of the x-ray beam keeps the 
background relatively low. Bukowiecki et al. [28] also demonstrated that a white beam 
was far more sensitive than a monochromatic beam for thin aerosol analysis, yet almost 
all other research groups still use a monochromatic beam for SR-XRF. The second option 
is to use a primary beam filter when using a white beam. The advantage of filters is that 
they are simply sheets of metal that can be place in the beam line, so they do not require 
any significant modification to the synchrotron facility yet they deliver enhanced sensitiv­
ity for some elements. It is recommended to place the primary beam filter as far upstream 
in the beam line as possible so that any fluorescent emissions from the filter material will 
have spread out before they reach the sample or the detector. The use of detector filters can 
dramatically increase the sensitivity of the analysis for select elements with higher energy
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x-rays at the expense of the elements with lower energy x-rays. Detector filters seem to 
be best suited for trace analysis of samples with considerable mass whose matrix is domi­
nated by lighter elements like calcium, iron and zinc. One advantage of detector filtering 
is that multiple detectors can be deployed around the sample with different degrees of de­
tector filtering. This allows one unfiltered detector to obtain the full spectrum of elements 
while a second (or even third) detector may be filtered to give greater sensitivity for the 
elements with more energetic x-rays. Given the limitations on synchrotron beam time, a 
multiple detector array with some detectors filtered could provide the greatest sensitivity 
over a wide range of elements for the least amount of beam time. Another potential op­
tion is to employ a pierced filter, also sometimes called a funny filter [37], that has a small 
hole drilled in it to allow a small fraction of the low energy x-ray to reach the detector 
unimpeded while blocking the rest. This suppresses the intensity of abundant low energy 
elements while still obtaining a complete spectrum.
3.4 Conclusions
The vast majority of SR-XRF studies reported in the literature utilize a monochromatic 
beam for sample excitation. However, the results from this study and a prior one by 
Bukowiecki et al. [28] indicate that dramatic increases in sensitivity can be obtained by 
simply removing the monochromator and using the polychromatic white beam from the 
synchrotron for sample excitation. This is especially true when using the fast x-ray detec­
tors like the silicon drift detectors. The advantage of this approach is that no new equip­
ment is needed and the modifications, which generally consists of removing the crystals 
from the monochromator housing, are simple. Both primary white beam filters and de­
tector filters represent ways to easily customize the analysis to focus on different parts of 
the energy spectrum. A multiple detector array, where one or more of the detectors are 
filtered, could provide the greatest sensitivity over a wide range of elements in the least 
amount of synchrotron beam time. The filtering methods used in this study have been 
used by the x-ray tube XRF operators for decades, yet they have not been widely adopted 
by the SR-XRF researchers even though they could increase the sensitivity or selectivity of 
the analysis.
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Chapter 4 
Conclusions
The analytical optimizations of the Synchrotron Radiation X-Ray Fluorescence (SR-XRF) 
technique at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) described in Chapters 
2 and 3 of this thesis provide researchers with a method for non-destructively analyzing 
a wide variety of environmental samples with high elemental sensitivity and selectivity. 
Of the four methods (monochromatic beam, white beam, filtered white beam, and filtered 
white beam-filtered detector) tested during the experiments, the straight polychromatic 
white beam configuration resulted in the best sensitivity for elements across a large range 
of x-ray energies for small amounts of mass collected on thin film substrates. The simple 
addition of beam and detector filtering to the white beam configuration provided a method 
for selecting elements with more energetic x-rays. The result that the best sensitivity came 
from the white beam configuration was unexpected because the standard mode of oper­
ation for most SR-XRF analyses is a monochromatic beam, which gave the least sensitive 
analysis in the multi-substrate comparison detailed in this thesis.
The ability to modify the SR-XRF analysis technique to select for specific elements in 
samples containing small amounts of mass, such as aerosol samples collected on thin films, 
solves one of the technical challenges inherent in analyzing the temporal variability of 
environmental aerosol samples. The temporal variability of aerosol samples collected by 
aerosol impactors, such as the DRUM samplers described in chapter 2, is limited by the 
sensitivity of the analysis technique. Less sensitive techniques require a large sample spot, 
which was collected over a larger period of time, to be analyzed to get enough mass to 
detect the elements of interest. If the analysis technique is more sensitive, a smaller spot, 
corresponding to a shorter time step, can provide the elemental concentrations with the 
same certainty.
As described in Chapter 1, the spatial resolution of aerosol concentration samples col­
lected along an unmanned aircraft system's (UAS's) flight path also is limited by the sen­
sitivity of the analysis technique. In UAS operations, the length of the aerosol sample spot 
corresponds to a distance, so the SR-XRF optimizations described in this thesis that de­
crease the amount of sample mass required for detectable elemental concentrations allows 
the aerosol samples to be analyzed in smaller time steps. Smaller time steps result in a 
higher spatial resolution for the aerosol measurements. Additionally, if the aerosol con­
tains a high-energy, x-ray emitting element of interest, such as a heavy metal in a plume
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from an industrial source like a car shredder, the analysis can be optimized through the 
use of beam and detector filters to preferentially detect that element.
The optimizations of the SR-XRF technique described in this thesis allow for the higher 
temporal and spatial resolution of atmospheric aerosol concentrations. They also enhance 
the suite of non-destructive, element-specific analyses available for answering scientific 
questions about historical documents, meteorites, and other irreplaceable and valuable 
samples.
4.1 Future Work
The optimization of the analytical technique described in this thesis provides a founda­
tion for diverse scientific studies and other follow-on work. However, before any long­
term sample analysis program begins, the SSRL beamline 2-2 system for the white beam 
analyses of thin-film aerosol samples should be the focus of some engineering expertise. 
The analysis chamber, beam and detector filter holders, detector mount, stage locomotion 
drive, and sample holder need to be made sturdier and less able to be jostled out of align­
ment. This will improve the reproducibility of the sample analyses and the ease of adding 
and removing beam and detector filters. Additionally, the software that runs the stage lo­
comotion driver should be improved and combined with the detector software so spectra 
can be viewed as the beam moves along the sample stage. A laser pointer for identifying 
the location of the beam spot on the sample would provide improved alignment of the 
system.
Running additional optimization scenarios would provide a table of optimization set­
tings for each potential element. This will allow scientists interested in a specific element of 
interest to simply look up the beam and detector-filtering scenario that will provide them 
with the best sensitivity for their species of interest.
The SR-XRF technique's elemental sensitivity calculations should be applied to theoret­
ical DRUM impactor sample resolutions to identify the smallest temporal step obtainable 
for select elements under different atmospheric aerosol loading conditions. The results of 
this analysis will allow the samplers to be optimized for the ambient aerosol conditions 
where they are deployed, leading to fewer incidences of over or under-loading the sample 
and degrading the information from the sampler.
The development of the Airborne DRUM Sampler (ADS) provides an opportunity to 
use the high sensitivity of the optimized SR-XRF to obtain highly spatially resolved aerosol
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composition from a UAS. The sensitivity of the technique will decrease the amount of time, 
and associated distance travelled, needed to collect enough mass to analyze for elemental 
composition. If the UAS also contains an optical particle counter or some other real-time 
particulate matter concentration instrument, the data from that instrument could be used 
to change the collection time for the ADS on the fly. Changing the collection time of the 
sampler during a flight could guarantee high quality aerosol measurements along a flight 
path that includes both high and low aerosol concentrations, such as through a smoke 
plume and in the clean air on either side.
The aerosol samples collected during sampling flights and analyzed by the optimized 
SR-XRF technique will provide unique and important information on the three-dimensional 
aerosol environment and how it changes with time. This information is needed to validate 
satellite aerosol algorithms, initialize or confirm atmospheric dispersion models, quantify 
the impact of aerosols on the Earth's radiative balance, determine the causes and distri­
bution of high concentrations of air pollution, track volcanic plumes, and assist in under­
standing and solving numerous other environmental questions. Although optimizing the 
SR-XRF technique at SSRL for aerosol samples may not seem as though it can have far- 
reaching impacts, it produces information of importance across the scientific community.
